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Vaccine Coming
Stock Rebound
Solid Consumer Finances
Housing Strength
Low Interest Rates
Full FED Support

NEGATIVES
–
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Existing Trade Friction
Permanent Job Losses
Massive Deficit And Debt
Change In Washington
Higher Taxes And Regulations

In the U.S., shutdowns, partial shutdowns, shifting work
patterns and home life have created many hurdles. The
steep recovery after the severe drop showed the economy is
resilient and has a strong foundation. The Federal Reserve
(FED) Quantitative Easing (QE) Infinity and massive fiscal
stimulus brought confidence and boosted spending.
Housing has led the way with median home prices reaching
records and new home sales accelerating rapidly. New home
building permits are very strong and historically this has led
to a strong advance in industrial production over the next 12
months. We feel the consumer is actually in good condition,
with over $1 trillion in savings and revolving debt at multi
year lows. They have been spending though as retail sales are
back above pre-COVID-19 times.

Vaccine Breakthrough
Federal Reserve QE Infinity
Political Gridlock In Washington
Corporate Earnings Resilience
No New Trade Wars

NEGATIVES
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–
–
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Short-Term Virus Closings
Vaccine Acceptance And Distribution
Trade Frictions With China
Potential Capital Gains Taxes
Year After Election Weakest

2020 has been unrivaled with the fastest drop in stock prices,
the shortest recovery period, the most oversized stimulus
packages, and the biggest economic shut down in history.
All this because of a virus called COVID-19. Before the new
vaccine’s arrival, the only antidote for the market was the
massive Federal Reserve and U.S. Government rescue packages.
They provided ample liquidity to the different risk asset
markets, and have normalized the credit markets and shored up
consumers’ finances.
The year saw large capitalization stocks outperforming small
capitalization, growth trouncing values stocks, and whole
sectors of the economy underperforming.
However, the arrival of high efficacy vaccines is a game-changer,
and we believe 2021 should be a solid year for the stock market.

We believe conditions are excellent for a continued expansion
in our economy, however, more infections, a failure of the
vaccines or new administration policies and taxes could
stifle the advance. Overall, we see continued but slowing
economic growth, a rebound in cyclical industries, strength
in the housing area and a new normalcy taking hold. Lastly,
Washington gridlock may help protect the economy from
some excesses which could stifle our economy’s success.

We feel the bull market’s new leg should be driven by previously
lagging and economically-sensitive sectors. Our research
anticipates an investment style shift from growth to valueoriented stocks. These tend to be heavily represented in
the cyclical sectors like finance, industrial, and materials.
In addition, we believe smaller cap companies are likely to
outperform large ones, and international stocks, especially
emerging markets, should do well.
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However, we believe this positive outlook should be tempered
by potential headwinds like a lack of widespread vaccine
acceptance, distribution issues and a short-term virus surge
causing economic turmoil. Also, the rotation to cyclical/value/
small may not materialize if the economy reverts to the prepandemic norm where low growth and low inflation favored
secular mega cap tech growth stocks.

Conclusion For
BONDS

2021

ECONOMIC
OUTLOOK

POSITIVES
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–
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FED Not Raising Rates
Bond Purchase Programs
COVID-19 Second Wave
Smaller Stimulus Plan
Inflation Currently Low

NEGATIVES
–
–
–
–

Potential Vaccine
Rebounding Economy
Extremely Large Or 3rd Stimulus
Inflation Rising In Future Years

FOR INVESTORS
Equities

As COVID-19 hit the United States in early 2020, fear not only
entered our homes, but also the financial markets. Investors
flocked to the ‘Full Faith and Credit’ of U.S. Treasury bonds.
After multiple rate cuts and several different stimulus plans,
the FED announced they would even buy corporate bonds.
From that very day, corporate bonds have been the clear
leader.
News of an effective vaccine against COVID-19 appears to
be ‘just what the doctor ordered’ for the U.S. economy. We
should be mindful however, a thriving economy is often
unfavorable news for bonds, especially U.S. Treasury notes
and bonds.
As the economy opens up further, the unemployment rate
declines and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) pushes forward,
higher rated investment grade bonds may not be as desirable.
As such, even at elevated prices, we believe corporate bonds
may provide a decent return during the coming year. Treasury
Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS), which are designed to
help protect against inflation may hold up better than nominal
treasury issues. Shorter dated bonds, those less sensitive to
changes in interest rates, appear attractive unless the vaccine
proves to be a failure.

– Secular bull market trends should remain intact, with
vaccine breakthrough, Federal Reserve QE Infinity,
potential further fiscal stimulus and political gridlock
in Washington
– New leg of the bull market, powered by the lagging
cyclical sectors and economically sensitive industries
– Value and small cap stocks may outperform growth
and large cap ones
– International markets, especially emerging markets,
may outperform domestic ones

Fixed Income
– Corporates may outpace Treasuries
– Lower quality bonds should do relatively well as
economic growth continues
– TIPS (Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities) may
provide support should inflation surge
– A steeper yield curve would favor shorter issues

WHAT COULD GO WRONG
– Short-term virus surge with widespread closings causing a
double-dip recession
– Vaccine acceptance and distribution issues
– Too much stock market enthusiasm
– Permanent job losses
– Massive deficit and debt
– Higher taxes and regulations
– Higher inflation because of supply chain disruptions or
higher than expected economic growth
– Rotation to cyclical/value/small may not materialize if the
economy reverts to the pre-pandemic normal where low
growth and low inflation favored secular mega cap tech
growth stocks
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Disclosure

This information is of a general nature and does not constitute financial advice. It does not take into account your individual financial situation, objectives or needs,
and should not be relied upon as a substitute for financial or other professional advice to assess, among other things, whether any such information is appropriate
for you and/or applicable to your particular circumstances. In addition, this does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any financial
product, service or program. The information contained herein is based on public information we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Investing involves risks, including loss of principal.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
ALPS Distributors, Inc. 1290 Broadway, Ste. 1000, Denver, CO 80203 (Member FINRA). ALPS is not affiliated with James Investment Research, Inc. or James Capital
Alliance, Inc.

Definitions

Quantitative Easing: a course of action undertaken by the Federal Reserve to increase the money supply by flooding financial institutions with capital in an effort to
promote increased lending and liquidity.
Yield Curve: A yield curve is an economic indicator that tracks the relationship between long- and short-term bond yields.
QE Infinity: When the FED is willing to engage in large-scale asset purchases for as long as it takes to set markets straight.
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS): A type of Treasury security issued by the U.S. government and are indexed to inflation in order to protect investors
from a decline in the purchasing power of their money.
Large Cap: Refers to a company with a market capitalization value of more than $10 billion.
Small Cap: A company with $300 million to $2 billion in market capitalization.
Growth: A company stock that tends to increase in capital value rather than yield high income.
Value: A value stock is a security trading at a lower price than what the company’s performance may otherwise indicate.
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